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Tracking the Tax Cheat
By: Loretta A. Culham, CPA
New York Chapter A.S.W.A.

an agent for investigation, in order to deter
mine whether such transactions were con
ducted in the form of currency so as to
fraudulently evade the payment of proper taxes
due on such transactions.
Newspaper articles, investigations by State
and Federal investigatory bodies, records of
violations of other governmental regulations,
and minutes of trials in various courts, often
furnish leads to perpetrations of tax frauds.
Such leads may be picked up and followed
through by an agent or the head of a division
acting on his own initiative, or through com
munications to the Treasury Department by
the courts, investigatory groups or other gov
ernmental agencies involved.
The Audit Division or the Intelligence Unit
will frequently examine the books of check
cashing companies, either routinely or as a
part of a special drive. The information ob
tained from such records as to checks cashed
is diligently followed up to determine whether
these transactions were entered into in order
to conceal taxable income of the check-cash
ers.
General investigations of bond purchases,
cash purchases of insurance policies and cash
real estate transactions very often lead to
fraud investigations of the purchasers.
The Revenue Service occasionally engages
in industry-wide test examinations in order
to determine whether fraud has been practised.
During the second world war such tests of
doctors, dentists, butchers, used-car dealers,
dealers in waste products and the like, re
sulted in uncovering many tax frauds.

Origin of Fraud Cases

Tax fraud can be discovered in many ways.
The most common situations are:
The ordinary routine examination of returns
by a revenue agent may furnish leads as to
frauds perpetrated by the taxpayer under
examination or by other taxpayers with whom
he does business. During the course of the
agent’s review of endorsements on checks he
may discover checks cashed at the payor’s
or payee’s banks, checks deposited in savings
banks, checks cashed with check cashing
agencies, or checks turned over to others by
the payee rather than deposited by him. The
agent may uncover unrecorded sales, fictitious
purchases, padded payrolls and expenses, etc.
All or any of these circumstances may lead him
to suspect the existence of tax fraud. It is then
the practice to refer the case to the Intelligence
Unit, and a special agent is assigned to delve
into the fraud angle.
Tips for revenge or for reward furnish tens
of thousands of leads to the Treasury Depart
ment each year. These may come in the form
of anonymous or signed letters, telephone
calls or even personal visits to any of the
department’s offices. They come from dis
gruntled employees, business associates or
competitors, from jealous husbands or wives,
sweethearts, relatives, neighbors or friends, or
from dissatisfied clients, patients, or customers
All of these tips are sifted, screened and
checked within the limits of available man
power.
In many cases these tipsters are interested
in the informer’s reward. This reward may
amount to as much as 10% of the total taxes,
penalties and fines collected by the govern
ment as a result of the information furnished
by the informer.
An agent, during the course of his audit,
may uncover evidence causing him to believe
that a taxpayer other than the one whose
return is under review may have committed
a fraud. It is his duty, is such an instance, to
notify the Audit Division of the revenue dis
trict in which the suspect’s place of business or
residence is located, furnishing that division
with the information which he uncovered, so
that it may proceed, if it sees fit, to start an
investigation of that taxpayer’s returns.
Banks are required to notify the government
of unusual currency transactions of a customer.
These notifications are forwarded to the
proper revenue districts and are assigned to

Tax Fraud Examination

In the usual fraud examination the investiga
tion is two-pronged. First, a revenue agent
makes his examination in order to determine
the amount of the tax deficiency. Such an
examination is generally rather thorough, in
cluding, but not limited to, a complete audit
of cash, sales purchases, payrolls and expenses,
with further reference to substantiating rec
ords such as vouchers, shipping records, pur
chase invoices, inventory records, payroll and
time records, etc. Such an audit is far more
exhaustive, and necessarily so, than the usual
revenue agent’s examination.
Second, a special agent of the Intelligence
Unit conducts his examination with a view
to determining whether fraud existed, and if
3

it did, to obtain the necessary evidence indi
cating such fraud. The special agent works
together with the revenue agent on a fraud
investigation, assigning to the revenue agent
any items which the special agent wants
audited in addition to those which the revenue
agent has audited as part of his own program.
The revenue agent also reports the progress of
his examination to the special agent from time
to time, and informs him of all items which
he has uncovered, so that the special agent
may decide what course to pursue and what
further avenues of investigation to explore.
The special agent conducts his own exam
ination, most often with third parties, going
into such matters as bank investigations for
supposedly concealed bank accounts, safe
deposit boxes, stock brokerage, insurance and
real estate transactions, independent circular
ization of customers and creditors of the tax
payer in order to uncover unrecorded sales
and fictitious purchases (in many cases such
customers or creditors are actually visited by
the special agent), following up of suspicious
looking purchase bills by direct visits to cred
itors to see whether such creditors actually
exist, interrogation of employees, business
associates, relatives and friends, and generally
any collateral line of investigation which the
special agent finds necessary to follow up in
order to ferret out the existence of fraud.
The special agent also develops net worth
statements indicating in complete detail the
taxpayer’s net worth at the beginning and
end of each of the periods under investigation.
Increases in net worth are compared with
the amounts of income reported on the tax
returns filed, giving due allowance in such
calculations for taxpayer’s living expenses,
purchase and sale of capital items, receipts of
a nonincome nature, and such other items
as will help him determine whether such net
worth increases are accounted for by reported
income or indicate the existence of unreported
income. If net worth statements are difficult
to develop, the special agent may use the
"expenditures” method of determining un
reported income. Under this method the spe
cial agent works up a record of expenditures
by the taxpayer during the period under
examination for all items of any nature, com
paring the aggregate expended with the income
reported, and assuming the excess expended
(if any) to be unreported income unless it
could be accounted for or satisfactorily ex
plained.
If the special agent feels that a tax fraud
has been committed, he recommends criminal
prosecution in a report which he prepares.
Such report is also accompanied by the revenue
agent’s report indicating the tax deficiency and
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the reasons therefor. These reports are re
viewed in the Intelligence Unit by the special
agent’s group chief, the Review Division, and
the Assistant Regional Commissioner in charge
of the Intelligence Unit. If they all concur
in the recommendation for criminal prosecu
tion, the file is sent to the Enforcement
Counsel’s Division of the Regional Counsel’s
Office. The Regional Counsel, under the
present Revenue Service organization, operates
on the same level as the Regional Commis
sioner. The Regional Counsel’s Office is a divi
sion of the Chief Counsel’s Office in Wash
ington, and is subject to supervision from
Washington only on matters of over-all national
policy and procedure. At each of these levels,
both in the Intelligence Unit and the Enforce
ment Counsel’s office, the taxpayer is given an
opportunity for a hearing, at which he may
present evidence or argument against the rec
ommendation of criminal prosecution.
If the Enforcement Counsel’s Division con
curs in the recommendation for prosecution,
the case is sent directly to the Criminal Section
of the Tax Division in the Department of
Justice in Washington for further review and
processing. In the Department of Justice the
case is assigned to a senior attorney in the
Criminal Section of the Tax Division. This
attorney examines the complete file and de
termines for himself whether criminal charges
should be brought against the taxpayer, and
whether, if such charges are brought, there
is sufficient evidence to insure a conviction.
The recommendation of the senior attorney is
then forwarded to the Chief Attorney in the
Criminal Section of the Tax Division, and from
the Chief Attorney to an Assistant to the
Assistant Attorney General in Charge of
the Tax Division. The case then goes to the
Assistant Attorney General in Charge of
the Tax Division.
Here too, in the Justice Department, the
taxpayer and his attorney are given an oppor
tunity to present any evidence which they
possess which may tend to refute the govern
ment’s charge of criminal tax fraud. It is not
uncommon at this stage of the case for a
taxpayer and his attorney to convince the
Justice Department that the case is not suffi
ciently strong to warrant prosecution, or insure
conviction, and at that particular point the
criminal phase of the case may be dropped
entirely.
However, if after all this careful review by
the Justice Department, the Assistant Attorney
General concurs that prosecution take place,
the case is sent to the United States Attorney’s
office in the district where the alleged crime
took place, for the filing of an information,
where a misdemeanor is involved, or for

the government for expense and loss of
revenue. The Commissioner can sometimes
assert the 5% negligence penalty rather than
the 50% fraud penalty. It is often his practice
to suggest the negligence penalty as an alter
native before the Tax Court, should the court
decide not to uphold his assertion of the fraud
penalty. However, it should be noted that
the fraud penalty and negligence penalty are
mutually exclusive. If the Commissioner fails
to include such negligence penalty as an
alternative before the Tax Court, it will not
be added by the Court nor may it be sub
sequently assessed.

presentation to a grand jury for indictment, if
a felony is involved. It may be possible at
this last level for further conferences to take
place between the taxpayer, his attorney, and
the Assistant United States Attorney who is
assigned to the prosecution of the case.
After the criminal charge is disposed of the
government may proceed to collect the civil
fraud penalty. Steps for the collection of
the civil fraud penalty are usually deferred
until the criminal charge has been disposed
of. The civil fraud penalty is assessed at 50%
of the entire deficiency in tax, and not, as
some people believe, at 50% of the tax
deficiency attributable only to the fraud items.
The criminal penalty and the civil penalty are
cumulative and not mutually exclusive. Neither
a conviction nor an acquittal on a criminal
charge will bar the imposition of the civil
fraud penalty.
The procedure in the collection of the 50%
fraud penalty is generally the same as in the
collection of the ordinary tax deficiency. A
thirty day letter is issued, affording the tax
payer an opportunity to file a formal protest.
After the filing of such protest a conference
is arranged with the Appellate Division. Such
conference can concern itself with any of the
items of tax deficiency claimed as well as with
the fraud penalty. If no agreement is reached,
the usual ninety-day letter is sent to the tax
payer, giving him an opportunity to petition
the Tax Court for a hearing and trial. If in
such a petition the only matter protested is
the fraud penalty, then the tax deficiency
claimed by the government may be imme
diately assessed.
After the filing of the petition with the Tax
Court, a pretrial conference with govern
ment counsel and an Appellate Division rep
resentative is afforded the taxpayer for possible
settlement of all matters at issue. If no
settlement is reached, a trial is had before
the Tax Court on the tax and fraud issues.
With respect to the fraud issue, the burden
of proof on that matter, and that matter alone,
shifts to the government.
If the taxpayer wishes he may let the entire
matter go to assessment without trial before
the Tax Court, and then file an offer in com
promise offering a partial settlement based
on financial inability to pay, or a settlement
in full payable over a designated period of
time. It is important to bear in mind that
although the tax deficiency alone bears in
terest up to this time, after the fraud penalty
is finally assessed it, too, bears interest until
final payment.
The fraud penalty survives the death of
the taxpayer, the Supreme Court having ruled
it remedial in nature and reimbursement to

Books and Records in Fraud Cases
The question of how far a taxpayer should
go in cooperating or not cooperating with the
Treasury Department in the course of an
examination which may result in a charge of
fraud is not within the scope of this dis
cussion. It is a matter which has to be deter
mined in the light of the facts in each case
and after considerable thought and discussion
between the taxpayer, his attorney, and his
accountant. However, some matters in con
nection with the rights and duties of the
taxpayer with respect to his books and records
may require comment.
The fourth Amendment to the Constitu
tion guarantees the right of the people to be
secure in their persons, houses, papers and
effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures. The Fifth Amendment to the Consti
tution guarantees that no person shall be
compelled, in any criminal case, to be a witness
against himself.
It has been therefore generally believed that
this constitutional privilege against unlawful
search and seizure and against self-incrimina
tion will permit a taxpayer to refuse to turn
over any documents or records in his posses
sion, which documents or records may tend
to supply information or evidence which will
tend to incriminate him in a tax matter in
which he is or may be involved. Under such
privilege against self-incrimination it is also
believed that the taxpayer may refuse to
discuss any matter in connection with his
tax liability with the investigating agents, re
fuse to sign any statements, affidavits, or net
worth statements and refuse to answer ques
tions either informally or at a formal hearing
in the special agent’s office. Such a privilege,
however, is not available to a corporate tax
payer, and its books and records must be
turned over for examination when subpoenaed,
even though it may be that information con
tained in such records might incriminate one
or more of the corporation’s officers or stock
holders.
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Records of third parties are not immune from
subpoena and are generally requested from
the third parties under authority granted by
the Internal Revenue Code. However, such
requests made to third parties should be
definite in their scope and not in the nature
of a fishing expedition.
The privilege against self-incrimination of
an individual has been successfully attacked
by the government in the Shapiro case, deal
ing with a fruit and produce dealer charged
with violation of the regulations under the
Emergency Price Control Act of World War
II. The majority of the court, in a 5 to 4
division, held that records validly required by
law to be kept (in this case by the Emergency
Price Control Act to regulate prices) are
public records and therefore nonprivileged.
While it is generally believed that this
particular decision may apply to such public
records as those of public agencies and bodies
and those required to be kept under special
war-time acts, such as the O.P.A., it is not
known at this time whether the government
intends to carry this doctrine further and
contend that income tax records are required
public records and as such are not privileged.
No attempt has as yet been made by the
government, as far as is known, to stretch the
doctrine of the Shapiro case to income tax
records, but the possibility definitely exists
and the probability of its use might presumably
become stronger in times of national and
international stress.

so that in January of 1952, the Treasury
Department officially announced that it was
abandoning the voluntary disclosure policy
because of its “abuse by taxpayers.”
Many people feel that such withdrawal of
the voluntary disclosure policy was a mistake
on the part of the Treasury Department. The
Treasury Department itself stated at one time
that in a period of eighteen months more
than $500,000,000 was paid into the Treasury
by voluntary disclosures. The government
cannot afford to lose so large an amount of
revenue.
If the Treasury Department were to rec
ommend that this voluntary disclosure be
incorporated in the Internal Revenue Code,
or were to reinstate it as a policy and buttress
it with regulations defining it clearly, it is
thought that the Treasury Department would
receive many millions of dollars which it
ordinarily would not get. It is suggested, there
fore, that the voluntary disclosure policy be
reinstated and that the following regulations
be issued in connection therewith:
In order to pin down the date when an
examination of the taxpayer has begun, and
after which a voluntary disclosure would not
be timely, it is suggested that the Internal
Revenue Service send a notice of examination
or commencement of an investigation by a
revenue agent of a particular taxpayer, indi
cating the year or years under review. Such
notice should not be required where a matter
is under investigation by the Intelligence
Unit.
Where a taxpayer has filed no return and
no active investigation has been commenced
by the Intelligence Unit, or notice of examina
tion by a revenue agent has been sent, a
disclosure should be accepted as voluntary.
Where a taxpayer has filed a return and
no active investigation for that year has
commenced, a disclosure should be accepted
as voluntary. However, if notice of examination
has been received by the taxpayer he should,
nevertheless, be permitted to make a voluntary
disclosure as to years prior or subsequent to
the years in the notice.
Where a return has been audited by the
Service, and after notice of the conclusion
of the examination has been sent to the tax
payer, a disclosure as to any transactions or
matters not discovered by the Service during
the examination should be accepted as volun
tary.
Where the Intelligence Unit has commenced
an active investigation of a taxpayer no dis
closure should be considered voluntary with
respect to any year.
Where a taxpayer has been interviewed by

Voluntary Disclosures
Under a policy enunciated by government
officials many times since 1934, there existed
a practice whereby the Commissioner of In
ternal Revenue did not recommend criminal
prosecution in the case of any taxpayer who
made a voluntary disclosure of omission or
other misstatement in his tax return, or of
failure to make a tax return. A voluntary
disclosure was defined as being one which
occurred when a taxpayer, of his own free
will and accord, and before any investigation
was initiated, disclosed fraud upon the govern
ment.
Many problems arose in connection with
the administrative determination of when a
disclosure could be considered to be volun
tary. The policy, having no basis in the Code
or in the Regulations, was one where the
Treasury Department was the sole arbiter in
determining whether a disclosure was timely
and whether prosecution should be rec
ommended. Because of this vaguely defined
policy considerable confusion and misinterpre
tation resulted, on the part of taxpayers and
Revenue Service representatives alike, so much

(Continued on page 14)
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Small Business Investment Companies
By: N. Gorman Hooper, C.P.A.
New Orleans Chapter A.S.W.A.

“may be inhibiting to the prosperity and
growth of the nation.” This statement points
out that the lack of the facility might have
been interfering with the best employment of
capital funds.
Accountants have frequently come face to
face with this need for long-term loan funds
and equity capital. The growth of business
can be stymied because the lack of long
term financing stunted its growth. We have
also seen companies forced into liquidation or
even ultimate bankruptcy because its short
term financing was suddenly cut off and there
was not available a source of long-term loan
funds.
The assistance which the SBICs can render
to small business concerns are: First, they pro
vide long-term loan funds to what are legally
defined as small business concerns; these loans
have a minimum term of 5 years and a maxi
mum term of 20 years. The second function
is to provide equity capital to such small busi
ness concerns. Up until June 1960, the only
way an SBIC could provide equity capital to
the small business concern was through the
purchase of convertible debentures of such
concerns. In June 1960, the President signed
a bill which allows the SBIC now to take an
equity position in almost any manner it wishes,
through the purchase of common stock or
any combination of corporate securities. Third,
they provide advisory and consulting services
on a fee basis.
As stated, this assistance is available to
small business concerns. A condensed defini
tion of a small business concern would be one
which is independently operated and not
dominant in its field of operation. On a prima
facie basis, a concern shall not be considered
as small if its stock is traded on an exchange,
whether the exchange is registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission or is
exempt or if its stock has an over-the-counter
market. A concern shall not be considered
small if its total assets together with all of its
affiliates amount to over $5 million, has a net
worth in excess of $2,500,000.00, or if its total
annual income after taxes, together with all of
its affiliates, has averaged over $250,000.00
per annum during the past preceding two
years as reported to the Internal Revenue
Service.
As can be seen from this definition the
word small does not have the connotation we
would at first think and does embrace a large

In August of 1958, Congress passed the
Small Business Investment Act of 1958. The
institutions which it created, the small business
investment companies, have been called
“capital banks,” “the most important financing
institutions yet devised by our economy,” and
“a second national banking system,” by some
of the leading financiers of our country. These
comments indicate that this act may be one
of the most momentous pieces of legislation of
our times.
The fact that the importance of this legis
lation was not at first recognized is evidenced
by the fact that from August 1958 to January
1961, a period of nearly 2½ years, only 177
SBICs were licensed. However, this situation
has changed in the past few months, with an
equal number of SBICs (177) having been
licensed in the past eight months as were
formed in the preceding 2½ years. As of
August 31, 1961, 354 companies had been
licensed by SBA.
Need of Small Business for Long-term
Loan Funds and Equity Capital
The need for some formal, organized
financial machinery to supply long-term loan
funds and equity capital to small business has
long been recognized. The need was brought
to a head at a hearing before the Select Com
mittee on Small Business of the House of
Representatives on November 21, 1957, when
William McChesney Martin, Jr., Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, agreed that the board would under
take a study of the financing needs of small
business to ascertain the facts. By March 1958,
Parts I and II of the report had been com
pleted. The entire report is called “Financing
Small Businesses.”
The Board of Governors has not completed
Part III of its Study, and although they will
not come to a final conclusion until the entire
study has been completed, the following tenta
tive findings have been drawn from Parts I
and II: The availability of short-term credit
(less than a year’s duration) is fairly adequate;
as the term becomes longer, the availability of
credit becomes less and less adequate. The
availability of long-term loan and equity capital
cannot be considered adequate. In the words
of Chairman Martin, “There is a gap in the
existing structure of financing institutions
which lies in the longer-term debt and equity
capital areas” and the existence of this gap
7

authorized to borrow money, and in order to
encourage the formation and growth of small
business investment companies, the Small
Business Administration is authorized to lend
funds to such companies up to a maximum of
50% of the paid-in capital and surplus of
such companies. In other words, an SBIC
which had capital contributed of $150,000.00
would have $450,000.00 of funds available
almost immediately through the purchase by
SBA of $150,000.00 of debentures and a loan
of $150,000.00.
By the 1961 amendments an SBIC with
private funds of $400,000.00 would have
available through those funds, the sale of its
debentures to the SBA, and the maximum
loan from the SBA $1,200,000.00.
A word of caution—Small Business Admin
istration regulations provide that each Licensee
shall maintain at all times an unimpaired capi
tal. An impairment is deemed to exist when
the retained earnings deficit exceeds 50% of
the combined fully paid capital stock issued
and outstanding and paid in surplus. For the
purpose of this determination, subordinated
debentures to SBA pursuant to section 302 (a)
of the Act will not be considered a part of
capital and surplus.

percentage of the business concerns of our
country.
From the standpoint of the small business
concern, the funds provided by this source are
more costly than those available on a short
term basis. The charges, including fees of the
SBIC, cannot exceed 15% per annum. It must
be remembered this is to a great extent risk
capital and therefore has to produce a rate
higher than the loan which is adequately
collateralized. Too, many small business con
cerns are today factoring their accounts
receivable at a rate sometimes as high as 4%
for a thirty day or shorter period of time.
As a consultant to an operating SBIC I have
seen concerns which were on the brink of
disaster helped by the SBIC. Many which
could not have made the grade without this
assistance are now back on their feet and
operating successfully.
Small Business Investment Companies
From the Investors’ Standpoint
Public and private corporations are char
tered under State law or by SBA for the
specific purpose of providing funds to small
business concerns described previously through
long-term loans or the purchase of convertible
debentures, common stock, or any combination
of corporate securities. These corporations are
also authorized to provide consulting and ad
visory services to small business concerns on
a fee basis. All of the activities of these cor
porations are subject to regulations prescribed
by the Small Business Administration. The
corporations are to be examined by SBA and
will make reports as and when requested by
SBA.
As a condition to the issuance of a license
the Proposed Operator shall have paid-in
capital and surplus equal to at least $300,000.00 in cash (exclusive of organizational
expenses). Although the act provides for en
couraging that the maximum investment be
obtained from private funds, the Small Busi
ness Administration is authorized to purchase
the debentures of the SBIC in an amount equal
to $150,000.00. These debentures are subor
dinate to any other debenture bonds, promis
sory notes, or other obligations which may be
issued by such companies. These debentures
shall be deemed a part of the capital and
surplus of such companies for the purpose of
meeting the requirements of $300,000.00 of
paid-in capital and surplus.
By the Small Business Investment Act
Amendments of 1961, the amount of capital
SBA may invest in an SBIC, on a matching
basis, was increased from $150,000.00 to
$400,000.00.
To provide additional funds the SBICs are

Tax Concessions Granted to SBICs
and Their Investors
Section 57 of the Technical Amendment Act
of 1958, provide certain tax concessions to
SBICs and their investors.
The Small Business Investment Company
can deduct as an ordinary deduction any loss
sustained on the sale, exchange or worthless
ness of convertible debenture or stock acquired
from small businesses through the conversion
of those debentures. It is also granted a 100%
dividend-received deduction for dividends
received by small business investment com
panies rather than the 85% credit.
In addition, in 1958 Subsection 11 added to
Section 542 (c) of the 1954 Internal Revenue
Code which provided exemption from the
definition of a personal holding company, a
small business investment company which is
licensed by the Small Business Administration
and operating under the Small Business In
vestment Act of 1958 and which is actively en
gaged in the business of providing funds to
small business concerns under the Act. How
ever, this does not apply if any shareholder
of the small business investment company
owns at any time during the taxable year- di
rectly or indirectly (including, in the case of
an individual ownership by the members of
his family as defined in section 544 (a) (2)
a five per centum or more proprietary interest
(Continued on page 14)
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The Accountant’s Role in the Motel Industry
By: Miriam G. Berdou, C.P.A.
New Orleans, Louisiana

Management services, and systems installa
tion are now a part of the expanding profession
of accountancy as well as those areas tradi
tionally known as accounting and auditing.
Accountants who offer any of these services,
particularly those accountants who hold them
selves out to the public as experts, must be
capable and competent to perform them before
they undertake any assignment to audit, in
stall systems, or offer management services.
They must know something about the par
ticular industry, its history, its place in the
economic system, its operating procedurehow it earns its money.
New industries have appeared on the
horizon. Let us consider one of these. Motels
are a product of American free enterprise and
ingenuity, conceived and conducted by small
business people. Motels owe their birth to the
need for cheaper accommodations to the
traveling public; their growth to the continued
expansion of the automobile industry and the
vast improvement in the highway system.
Among the facts which contributed to the
continuance of the industry were the thousands
migrating looking for work during the depres
sion years, changing jobs during the war, re
locating after the war, and, in the prosperous
postwar years, just travelling.
The two basic types of motels are the
transient, catering to overnight guests, and
the terminal or resort. A third, the highway
hotel, is developing. The latter are not owned
or operated by small individuals but by large
corporations seeking by chain operation to
capture this market. This discussion is limited
to the transient type, which does not require
bars, lounges, amusements, etc.
A typical motel is located on a highway,
often adjacent to a restaurant and a gas station,
neither of which are owned or operated by the
motel. It consists of from 15 to 40 units, pro
vides free parking and clean, comfortable
sleeping accommodations, and is owned and
operated by a man and his wife. Since a motel
is generally at some distance from banking
facilities and since most of its receipts are in
cash, cash is used to pay most bills and pay
rolls. It is likely that personal and business
funds are commingled, and as is the case in
many small businesses, the owner-bookkeeper
relegates the task of record keeping to spare
time. The accountant must therefore devise
nonstandard methods of fund controls to re
place the usual “receipts deposited intact—

disbursements by check” system. From time to
time the industry’s excellent trade journals
have published motel accounting systems,
which follow closely the standard hotel ac
counting system, modified to fit the needs of
the motel industry. The accountant, using one
of the recommended standard systems as a
guide, must devise a simple easy method,
keyed to the disposition and capabilities of the
specific client, for recording the financial data.
Hotel and motel accounting have some
peculiarities, the basic one being that all
motel (and hotel) transactions are keyed to
the room rate and average rate of occupancy.
Motels are financed, bought, sold, leased, etc.,
on these factors, making it important that a
rate structure be adopted and adhered to.
Rates should not be higher or lower than the
going rate in the community. Lower rates will
bring on price wars; rates above the going
rate will lose customers. The justifications for
motels are economy, and the automobile can
easily take the customer away. Ideally, the
rate should be a fixed percentage above the
cost of operations including the economic
rental.
The ideal system seldom exists. Data, im
portant to the motel industry, which should be
recorded include: the day of the week as well
as the date; the weather; the number of guests
occupying the room; the length of occupancy,
and the rate charged. Two forms, the room
record and the registration blank, properly
designed, will supply this and other informa
tion necessary for management. When the
statistics afforded by these forms are tabulated
and evaluated, the accountant can give valu
able management assistance to his client. Some
of these might be: recommending that single
rooms be converted to double or the converse;
reduction of fuel loads on certain days of the
week; days when heavy housecleaning or re
pairs should be scheduled; days and hours of
work for employees; advisability of obtaining
or discontinuing certain facilities; use of vend
ing machines of incidental food and drinks,
establishment and use of advertising file; and,
of course, accounting and financial statistics.
These records can also be used to substantially
verify the recorded cash receipts.
Assuming that our motel owner called in
the accountant before he went into business
or made any commitments for land or build
ings, what should be the accountant’s role?
First, the accountant should insist that the
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prospectus of anticipated earnings and costs.
It is this statement that the owner will present
to the financing institution from which he
expects to obtain a loan. In the matter of
mortgages, the accountant should work close
ly with the client’s attorney. The accountant
is not responsible for legal aspects of mort
gages; he is responsible for suggesting that his
client seek legal advice. The accountant should
not make the fatal error of offering legal advice,
or posing as an expert on building, contracting,
or engineering. The accountant should be
sufficiently conversant with the basic require
ments of other professions to know when his
client needs an expert in another professional
field, and to be able to intelligently discuss
technical problems, when phrased in lay lan
guage, in the areas of other professions.
During the planning stage, the accountant
would advise, counsel, and confer with the
prospective owner and the other specialists.
During the construction or purchase of the
motel, he would control and record expendi
tures for construction and/or acquisition,
equipment, and furnishings, and determine
such important items as rate and method of de
preciation, distinguish between capital and
expense items, and determine for operating
and tax purposes whether the business struc
ture should be that of a corporation, partner
ship or a sole proprietorship. At the beginning
is the time for astute tax planning.
To go back to the planning stage, lest it be
overlooked, the facilities should include living
space for the owner, at least a bedroom,
separate kitchen and some sort of living roomden. Adequate space should be provided for
linen storage, painting, carpenter and plumbing
tools, lawn equipment, cleaning supplies,
repair space, lobby furnishings, as well as for
the linens, paint, tools, mowers, and other
actual needs. And, don’t forget the parking
lot, outdoor lights, signs, all of which (and
many other things) are necessary, and should
be included in the pricing, and the financial
requirements.
When the plans are completed, pricing is
complete, and adequate financing is assured,
the client is then ready to sign contracts, buy
land and build, or purchase a motel, order the
furniture, and open his doors for business.
The accountant meanwhile has devised and in
stalled the accounting system, so the business
is ready to operate.

client make complete disclosure of his finances,
his cash and non-cash resources, his credit
rating: any and all information that will
determine the client’s capability of financing
construction (or purchase) to completion and
operating during the initial period. Overstating
assets may result either in complete failure or
in accommodations skimpily constructed and
furnished or with inadequate facilities. Under
stating assets may result in excessive and un
necessary borrowing.
The accountant should advise the client to
plan and price the venture to completion be
fore the client makes any commitments or
spends any money, and the price to completion
should be comfortably within the client’s
financial capabilities. Then the client, not the
accountant, should tentatively select the loca
tion and the building site, plan the equipment
facilities, and prefurnish the rooms; engage
an attorney, architect, contractor, and, if the
location is not part of an established munici
pality, an engineer, and arrange for financing.
Each of these items offers a vast field for
discussion and the correct decision on each
is required to assure a successful venture. For
example, why buy a site then discover that
zoning laws prohibit motels? Or select a loca
tion and find that traffic will soon be routed
over a new highway? Or build a motel and
find that sufficient water is not obtainable or
that ground will not support sewage? Or,
that finances will not permit adding facilities
to overcome these deficiencies? Prefurnishing
the rooms is an absolute must if construction
costs are to be held to a minimum. If the
planned utilization is not known, the architect
will build rooms large enough for any eventu
ality-requiring more furniture than necessary
to overcome the bare look, or the motel owner
will end up with a motel with all single rooms.
Also, various motel associations have differing
requirements for membership, some require
wall-to-wall carpeting, some certain types of
mattresses, etc. If the owner decides to join one
of these associations, and has initially furnished
his motel within the standards, no major re
furnishing will be needed.
Now, we have arrived at a point—financing—
that is traditionally in the area of the account
ant. Using the data gathered by his client,
plus findings from other motels in the area on
the average room rate and the expected rate
of occupancy, the accountant will prepare a
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TAX FORUM
ROSEMARY HOBAN, C.P.A.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
Now that the time for preparation of in
come tax returns is upon us, it might be wise
to review some of the recent developments
that are concerned with the preparation and
filing of federal tax returns.
In the first place, the Treasury Department
is requesting that the preparers of tax returns
fill in all the necessary lines on the official
forms instead of showing only the net income
figure with attached separate schedules. The
use of automatic data processing equipment
makes it necessary that the data be uniformly
presented in order to be properly classified.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue re
cently indicated that all returns will be fully
processed by automatic equipment by 1966.
Individual taxpayers will note also that the
Form 1040 has only two pages. However, this
shortened form will not be much help to
individuals who have income from dividends,
interest, pension or annuities, rents or royalties,
partnerships, estates or trusts, or from other
sources, or who are entitled to the retirement
income credit, since such individuals must
also file separate Schedule B which covers
these items. In addition to Schedule B, the
usual schedules for business income (Schedule
C), gains and losses from sales or exchanges
of property (Schedule D), and for farm in
come (Schedule F) must be filed where appli
cable.
Taxpayers will also observe that certain
inventory information is requested on returns
for individuals filing Schedule C, partnerships,
and corporations. This follows the Treasury
Department announcement of May 1961 that
inventories will be reviewed more closely in
the audit of returns. Question 3 may be
particularly troublesome in that it will require
the accumulation of information necessary to
provide both cost and market valuations where
a reduction to market is taken. It is suggested
that careful consideration be given in answer
ing these questions. The questions indicate
that the method of computing inventories for
tax purposes should be reviewed by taxpayers
to determine that such methods conform to
Treasury regulations. Inventory valuation may
present a significant tax problem in future tax
return audits.
Another development in connection with
tax returns is the use of taxpayer numbers.
Each taxpayer is to be assigned a number
which must be shown on all returns. For
taxpayers presently subject to social security
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tax, the social security number will serve for
all purposes. Those individuals, estates, trusts,
and partnerships or corporations that are not
now subject to employment taxes, will be
assigned numbers upon application. Such
applications are not available as of this writ
ing. The taxpayer numbers will be required on
all returns, including information returns, for
years beginning after December 31, 1961, so
that such numbers will be required on the
1962 declarations of estimated tax.
Taxpayers subject to social security taxes
should by now be aware of the increase in the
rates of tax effective for all wages and salaries
paid on or after January 1, 1962. The tax on
employers and employees on the first $4,800
of wages paid to each employee is increased
to 3⅛% and the self-employment tax is in
creased from 4½% on 1961 self-employment
income up to $4,800 to 4.7% on such income.
The tax on employers only under the Federal
Unemployment Act is increased from 3.1%
for 1961 to 3.5% for 1962 and 1963. Credits
against this tax are allowed for timely con
tributions to state employment funds.
“A Favorite Winter Pastime”
About Christmas time, when some few mil
lions are reminded by receiving a booklet in
the mail that Internal Revenue Service is
going to want some information within the
next three and a half months, their thoughts
turn to the fascinating subject of deductions,
a favorite winter pastime. They really have no
intention of rushing to file their income tax
return during January, they just want to
ponder on the possibility of itemizing.
What about the theft of snow tires from
overhead in the garage early in the fall? The
cost of repairing both his own and the other
fellow’s car when the insurance renewal had
been neglected? What about the loan of money
to his brother-in-law that has not been repaid?
The cost of repairs to his home from damages
resulting from the river overflowing?
He takes a little time to test. Will the total
of all nonbusiness deductions come close to the
standard 10%? Perhaps he can make an ad
ditional payment on the real estate mortgage
thus increasing interest deductions. Maybe
he had planned to get new dentures or is
waiting to have his teeth extracted immediately
after the Holidays and considers advancing the
cost to his dentist now so he may build up
his medical expense this year.
Perhaps he should discuss his problem with
someone else. Surely there should be some

fellow employee at the shop that was in a
similar situation in the past, or maybe they
have read more newspaper articles than he,
so would be capable of giving sound advice.
So what does he do? One may visualize
millions of taxpayers sizing up the actual and
possible deductions, discussing with millions
of others, “Can I—Can’t I”—Do you suppose
they would find out, etc.? While this is going
on Internal Revenue Service agents are pouring
over cases from these same millions which had
been filed for previous years.
Where has this itemizing deductions complex
put us? It is costly in general, for Internal
Revenue Service spends millions annually to
check doubtful returns. We know there is
temptation to cheat and many have been un
able to resist due to high tax rates. This de
duction of certain personal costs was granted
by Legislation years ago. We know that the
contribution deductions on many returns are
more fiction than fact.
Some time after each year the Service
publishes statistics which have been compiled
from personal returns. They aren’t always in
the year following. The last figures available
are now a few years old. If we were to com
pare the itemized deductions with the standard
deductions, the automatic 10% allowance, we
would learn what effect these nonbusiness
deductions have had on most of us.
Take a comparison of incomes of persons
having a gross income of less than $10,000.
For the year in question taxpayers in that
range were 93% of the total. There were 54
million taxpayers, of which 37 million took
that standard 10% deduction. This majority
“paid through the nose.” The rest itemized
deductions totaling 20½% of their combined
incomes. This shows the majority paid more
than their share of total taxes, also paid more
in proportion to their income than did the
itemizers. The actual figures show the majority
had an average gross income of $3207 with
taxes of $317 or 9.98%, while the itemizers
had average gross incomes of $5188 and taxes
of $453 or 8.73%.
Our original income tax was established on
the principle of ability to pay, and the rates
of taxation adopted were graduated as the
method to reach this result. Looking at the
above percentage, the whole situation appears
reversed. When the original standard deduc
tion was allowed in 1944, the 10% was ade
quate. For several years most taxpayers used
it. As years went by and interest rates on
mortgages and taxes increased, the percentage
decreased gradually until in 1958 the standard
deductors reached a low of 65% from a
starting point of 85%.
We can assume that mortgage interest and

real estate taxes are the items to make up the
itemizer’s deductions in this income bracket.
But consider the tenant who pays these ex
penses along with building up the equity on
the landlord’s property? As paid indirectly they
are not deductible—so most tenants use the
standard 10%.
Many of the 37 million used the simple
card form to file their return. It is likely that
many of these over paid their tax, either by
choosing the easier way or not realizing they
had nonbusiness deductions. Included in this
37 million using the standard deductions, were,
almost unbelievably, some 27 million who had
homes free from debt, so their reward for
being industrious and saving was a higher
annual tax bill.
Since the year from which these figures
were taken the mortgage debt has increased
many billions, property taxes are on the move
up, state and local taxes have been raised and
almost all costs and services have risen. So
also will this percentage of higher taxes by
lower income groups have risen. Most of the
people in the low income group have little
understanding of their income tax situation.
They do not know how it came about nor do
they actually know what is a proper tax de
duction.
The typical citizen is a taxpayer who recog
nizes the fact that the government needs
money for operating and to build up defense.
He does not want to pay more than his share,
so he engages in the favorite winter pastime
with all seriousness. —WHY—because original
ly legislation granted nonbusiness deductions
—making many dishonest who wouldn’t think
of stealing an apple from his next door
neighbor’s tree.
Contributions seem to supply the easier and
most popular way of building up the deduc
tions—claimed but not made. It would be an
interesting comparison to see the amount of
actual collection by charitable institutions
against the amounts claimed. Many are dif
ficult to verify, some are impossible, ena
bling the chisler to pad the deduction for his
pet charity.
Another small source of deduction is the
state gasoline and cigarette tax.
The Internal Revenue Service is installing
methods of verifying incomes, that all will be
reported, is now making many more audits
of tax returns; checking for discrepancies,
proof of payments, etc. But as yet nothing has
been done to equalize the percentage of
amounts allowable for deductions in this lower
income group.
Dorothy W. Fulrath
Rockford Chapter
(Statistics obtained from “Taxes” CCH)
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Comment and Idea Exchange
Marion Davis

Contributors to The Woman C.P.A. were featured at the annual meeting in Milwaukee last fall. This picture was
taken following a special luncheon, held to make plans for future issues. Standing are Juliana Royal, Waltzie Cook,
S. Madonna Kabbes, literary editor, Helen Ramanauskas, and Helen Kennard, editor ASWA Coordinator. Seated are
Corinne Childs, associate editor, Marguerite Reimers, editor and Rosemary Hoban, who takes over as tax editor
with this issue. Dr. Ramauskas, Miss Royal, Miss Cook, and Miss Childs all contributed articles during the preceding
year.

peared in the February issue. We hope we
will hear from her frequently in the “Tax
Forum.”
Too little time has elapsed to permit us to
sample your reaction to our use of color on
the cover of The Woman C.P.A. We hope
you feel that this makes our publication more
attractive.

EDITORIAL

This issue introduces an innovation in our
tax section. Because so many members of
the two societies are especially able in the
numerous fields of taxation, we would like
to provide an opportunity to publish their re
search, comments and opinions in the many
areas of taxation. We believe that “Tax Forum”
properly describes our purpose.
Miss Rosemary Hoban, a past president of
AWSCPA, has agreed to serve as Tax Editor.
Her extensive knowledge of the field of taxa
tion as well as her wide acquaintance in the
two organizations make her unusually well
qualified to fill this assignment.
We wish to express our appreciation to
Louise Sallmann who has conducted the “Tax
News” since 1955, when her first column ap

OWNERS IN THE DARK
A survey of stockholders by United Share
holders of America revealed that “51 per cent
of those surveyed could not name a single
product or service of any company in which
they owned stock.” Stockholders’ answers re
vealed that some believed that General Motors
makes gasoline, Swift & Co. builds trucks and
Bell & Howell manufactures aircraft.
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( Continued from page 6)
5 per centum or more in value of the out
a Service representative on a matter relating standing stock of such concern.
to some other taxpayer, he should still be
By Treasury Decision 6449 on January 27,
permitted to make a voluntary disclosure as 1960, the Regulations of the Internal Revenue
to any matter not related to the transaction Service were amended by incorporating there
which is subject of such collateral investiga in Subsection (d) of Section 533-1 which pro
tion.
vided that although a small business invest
The acceptance of a voluntary disclosure ment company under the Small Business In
should grant immunity from prosecution to vestment Act of 1958 would be considered a
the taxpayer and any persons who assisted “mere holding or investment company” within
him in the attempted evasion for the years the meaning of Section 533 (b), the presump
involved.
tion of the existence for the purpose of avoid
The Tax Section of the American Bar Asso ing income tax with respect to shareholders
ciation has recently urged the Commissioner and the resultant penalty for unreasonable
of Internal Revenue to reinstate the voluntary accumulation of surplus, which results from
disclosure policy. The Commissioner has the fact that such a company is a “mere hold
agreed to study the proposal for possible ing or investment company” will be considered
action by him or by a higher official of the overcome so long as such company:
Treasury Department.
(1) Complies with all the provisions of the
Small Business Investment Act of 1958 and
Privileged Communications
the regulations thereunder; and
(2) Actively engages in the business of
Communications between a taxpayer and
providing
funds to small business concerns.
his attorney are privileged, and the attorney
The
stockholders
of small business invest
may refuse to disclose any information so
ment
companies
are
allowed an ordinary de
communicated to him unless the taxpayer (his
client) waives the privilege. Such a refusal duction for loss on sale, exchange, or worth
under the privilege status may extend to an lessness of small business investment company
swering questions by agents, to interrogation stock. Such losses qualify as trade or busi
before a grand jury, or during the course of ness losses for net operating loss deduction
purposes.
his examination as a witness at a court pro
As stated in the beginning, as of August 31,
ceeding. This privilege is broad enough to
cover any books and records of the taxpayer 1961, 354 small business investment com
which are in the attorney’s possession, pro panies had been licensed by the Small Busi
vided the taxpayer himself could assert such ness Administration.
As of that same date public and private
privilege.
The status of privileged communications capital of SBICs, available for or already in
does not exist as between the taxpayer and vested in small business enterprises totals $280
his accountant. Because of this, the accountant million, of which only $42 million in Federal
may be called upon to supply any information funds have been committed in exchange for
he may possess with respect to the taxpayer. subordinated debentures of licensees to help
While not all tax cases where fraud is them meet maximum capital requirements of
suspected result in the bringing of fraud $300,000. This represents a ratio of nearly
charges against the taxpayer, it is advisable that $6 in public funds for every $1 in Federal
the accountant recommend to his client, in mat money.
As of August 31 of this year SBICs have
ters where prosecution for tax fraud may be in
dicated, that he consult an attorney, who may completed public sales of their stock amount
advise him of his constitutional rights and ing to $215 million, and eight others have sales
privileges against self-incrimination, the priv of securities in progress for another $71
ileged status of communications made to such million. Ten other SBICs have filed registra
attorney, and any other matters requiring tion with the Securities and Exchange Com
mission for the sale of securities involving
legal guidance.
The author, a partner of M. L. Rachlin and another $60 million. In addition, 165 compa
Co., New York City, presented this paper at nies have received a notice to proceed from
the AWSCPA-AWSA joint annual meeting in SBA, and nearly 100 other proposals to form
SBICs are undergoing review in Washington.
Milwaukee, October 1961.

The author, Mrs. N. Gorman Hopper, an
individual practitioner in New Orleans, La.
presented this paper at the joint annual meet
ing of AWSCPA-ASWA, Milwaukee, Wiscon
sin, October 1961.

(Continued from page 8)
in a small business concern to which funds
are provided by the investment company or
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Tips for Busy Readers
S. MADONNA KABBES, C.P.A.

dated; the physical life, or the time before
the machine will be worn out; and the ap
plication life, or the period the individual
company will make use of the equipment.
(2) The difference in costs between rental
and purchase—the best plan of comparison
would seem to be to list the costs for each
alternative, and find the difference between
the two totals, keeping in mind the potential
earning power of the money.
(3) The desired rate of return on the
equipment—the risks involved and who should
bear them should enter into this consideration.
Equipment must earn more than enough to
break even on its costs—the rate of return a
company expects is a policy decision and
must be made in advance.
(4) The income tax differences—the present
value concept is significant here, for the com
pany must consider the difference in cash flow
which will result from deductions for rental
payments, as compared with deductions for
depreciation.
Other factors to be considered include the
inflexibility resulting from owning equipment,
maintenance considerations, and the possibil
ity of using the equipment for multi-shift
operations. Under such usage lease payments
increase rapidly, while the purchase price re
mains the same. Considerable periods of idle
time will tend to favor the purchase plan,
for rental payments will be the same even
though the equipment is not used full time.
Governmental agencies, probably the largest
group of computer users, have tended to lease
equipment. However, the Bureau of the
Budget and the General Accounting Office
have recently made studies to establish criteria
for making lease-purchase decisions. The
studies indicated many agencies continued to
lease equipment because of tradition, and
to avoid the difficulties encountered in secur
ing approval for large capital expenditures.

Which Way Young, Lady? A Career Informa
tion Booklet prepared by The Education
Committee, American Woman’s Society of
Certified Public Accountants.
What does a CPA do?
Where do you find accounting jobs?
What about salaries and advancement?
These are only a few of the questions
posed and answered in this information book
let, which sets forth facts and figures con
cerning the profession and its opportunities.
The girl graduate pictured on the cover is
admonished to “Map Your Future Well” in
planning the road she will travel in the years
between graduation and retirement.
Data is given concerning the personal
qualifications an accountant should have,
educational requirements, and opportunities for
service in the various phases of the accounting
profession.
A summary based on the recent survey of
American Women’s Society members includes
data on types of positions held, income status,
educational background, etc. The booklet is
replete with factual information presented in
a manner that should be both helpful and
appealing to the young woman considering ac
counting as a career.
(Copies may be obtained by writing to The
American Woman’s Society of Certified Public
Accountants, 327 South LaSalle Street, Chi
cago 4, Ill.)

RENTAL vs. PURCHASE OF DATA-PROC
ESSING EQUIPMENT, by William R.
Divine—The Controller, September, 1961—
Vol. XXIX—No. 9—p. 430 and following.
The advantages gained by using dataprocessing equipment have become quite
generally accepted; however, the executive is
still faced with the question of whether such
equipment should be leased or purchased.
The present value concept is often disregarded
in making comparisons between rental and
purchase costs. In other words, one must
compare the present value of a future stream
of rental payments, with an equal amount
of capital used now to purchase the same
equipment.
Four primary financial considerations enter
into lease-purchase decisions:

FEDERAL TAXES ON BENEFITS FROM
YOUR RETIREMENT SYSTEM, by Madaline
Kinter Remmlein, Interstate Printers and Pub
lishers, Danville, Illinois. 54 pages—$1.00.
A convenient guide covering income tax in
formation for retired individuals, including
specimen completed forms illustrating how
various types of income and deductions from
income may be handled.
M.R.

(1) The useful life of the equipment, which
has three measures—the technological life, or
the time before the equipment will be out
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Training Meets Individual Needs
Each IAS trainin" program is “tai
lored to fit” the needs of the individual.
This is accomplished through the IAS
elective plan embracing 240 compre
hensive study assignments, covering a
wide range of accounting and manage
ment subjects.
After general accounting principles
have been mastered (40 assignments),
each IAS Diploma Course student
selects the 50 elective assignments
which will be of greatest immediate
benefit.
The IAS electives currently avail
able (with the number of comprehen
sive study assignments indicated) are:
Basic Auditing (10)
Public Auditing (20)
Internal Auditing (20)
Basic Cost Accounting (10)
Advanced Cost Accounting (20)
Corporation Accounting (10)
Corporation Finance (10)

Business Statistics (10)
Management Control (20)
Economics (10)
Office Management (20)
Accounting Law (10)
Federal Income Tax (10)
CPA Coaching (20)
Later, under the famed IAS Life
Scholarship Privilege granted without
charge to graduates of the 90-assignment IAS Diploma Course, the addi
tional 150 elective assignments are
made available, one elective at a time.
With such a broad curriculum at his
command, the IAS student can pro
gress directly to his short-term train
ing or job objective, and can then
broaden his knowledge of accounting
and management through study of
additional advanced electives, as the
need arises in his business career.
The school’s 24-page Catalogue A
is available free upon request. Address
your card or letter to the Secretary,
IAS . . .

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETY, INC.
A CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL SINCE 1903
209 WEST JACKSON BOULEVARD • CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
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